Introduction
The software package CAOS (Code for Adaptive Optics Systems) describe in this paper is a software ensemble of models designed for end to end simulation of generic astronomical adaptive optics (OA) systems including a complete atmosphere turbulence model. This tolls also represent a first necessary building block for further scientific studies for fundamentals importance to optical astronomy especially OA such as crucial problem of very high dynamic range imaging as planned for the VLT -plant finder project and more generally for exoplanets and protoplanetry discs observation. The earth's atmosphere is a fluid in perpetual interaction with its environment. The sun and the earth are the two main players in its energy balance: the sun thanks to the radiative flux it emits, the earth mainly thanks to the luminous flux that it reflects, to the viscous friction whose lower atmosphere is the site Atmospheric limit), and to the evaporation of water in line with the oceans. Combined, these exchanges of matter and energy make the atmosphere an inhomogeneous medium consisting of masses of air of different temperature, pressure and humidity. The interfaces between these air masses are the boundary layer formation site, in which the physical characteristics (pressure, temperature, hygrometry) of the fluid tend to become uniform. Due to the viscosity of the air, this process is turbulent and the homogenization takes place by transferring kinetic energy from the largest vortexes to the smallest. The turbulent layers thus formed are thus the seat of local variations in the physical properties of air on small spatial scales (typically a few tens of centimeters), which are accompanied by fluctuations in the refractive index of the air and disrupt the Propagation of electromagnetic waves.
Theory

Statistical properties of the turbulent phase
The optical properties of the atmosphere are intimately linked to the characteristics of the turbulent layers of which it is composed. In each of these layers, turbulence develops over a range of distances called the inertial domain, which is bounded by two scales of distances:  The external scale, which is the characteristic size of the turbulent flow, that is to say the thickness of the turbulent layer, is also the characteristic size of the largest vortices, it is generally denoted L0 and is equal to Typically from 10 to 102 meters.  The internal scale, which is the characteristic scale of the dissipation of the kinetic energy by viscous friction; It is also the characteristic size of the smallest vortices; It is generally denoted 10 and is typically 10 -3 to 10 -2 meters.
Understanding the behavior of turbulent fluid in the inertial field is essential to remedy its optical effects. The founding hypotheses of this study and the two models of turbulence which we shall be led to use subsequently are briefly presented in the following paragraph. A more detailed study is available. These hypotheses are then exploited to characterize the statistical properties of the index fluctuations within a turbulent layer.
Turbulence models
Several models have been proposed to characterize the statistical properties of atmospheric turbulence. In the Kolmogorov model [4] , atmospheric turbulence is assumed to be fully developed, that is, the transfer of kinetic energy takes place at all spatial scales. In other words,Model does not take into account the internal and external scales characterizing the extreme dimensions of the eddies. For this reason, it does not report of all observed phenomena. This model will, however, be sufficiently ample in the study of most of the phenomena which will occupy us here, and it is this which we shall use by default. When taking into account external and internal scales, we will use the Von Karman model [10] . From these hypotheses, a model of the statistical behavior of the fluctuations of the refractive index can be constructed within a turbulent layer.
Statistical properties of refractive index fluctuations in layer turbulence
In this section, we are interested in the refractive index fluctuations of a single turbulent layer, assumed to be thin and perpendicular to the optical axis. Where <> is the statistical mean of the included quantity. In the framework of the Kolmogorov model, the structure function of the refractive index fluctuations follows the Obukhov law [13] . Thus, at a given altitudeℎ 0 , we have:
Where C 2 n (ℎ 0 ) is the structural constant of the index fluctuations in the layer under consideration the altitude ℎ 0 ). In the framework of the Von Karman turbulence model, the structure function is modified by the introduction of the external scale [17] : 
Hence the expression of the structure function of the phase in the pupil, for the model of Kolmogorov (9) These expressions make it possible to highlight the parameters of importance for describing the Optical effects of turbulence.
Modal decomposition of the turbulent phase
When working on turbulent phases, it is useful to be able to characterize them with respect to a given base of spatial modes. We will work in the following by decomposing the phases on the basis of Zernike modes, which has the triple advantage of being analytically described by the polynomials of the same name, of being defined on a circular pupil2 and of describing the most optical aberrations common. In addition, considerable work is being done to study the statistical properties of Turbulent phases on these modes has already been done [14] - [16] , [6] .
Adaptive optics Figure 1: Principle of Adaptive Optics system
An adaptive optics is a system for real-time correction of wavefront disturbances due to atmospheric turbulence. To ensure its function, such a system must include three key elements (see figure 3 )  The wave front sensor (WFS), whose role is to measure the deformations of the incident wave front,the deformable mirror (DM), which prints at the incident wave front a deformation complementary to that which was detected by the analyzer,  The control (real time computer, RTC), which drives the deformable mirror from the measurements of the wave front sensor.
Wavefront analysis
The wavefront sensor is the adaptive optics subsystem responsible for measuring the deformation of the incident wavefront. In the applications of wavefront analysis for astronomy, these sensors are essentially required to have good noise robustness and a phase measurement time compatible with the real-time character of the system (of the order Of a few milliseconds). For sensors that are to be operated in open loop or partial correction, the linearity range will be an additional constraint. Several types of wavefront sensors have been proposed. The most commonly used adaptive optics are briefly presented below. A more complete description is available in [7] . Focal plane techniques are first dealt with before focusing on pupil planar techniques.
The wavefront analysis in focal plane
These techniques directly use the properties of the image at the focal plane of the telescope (or in its close vicinity) to characterize the deformations of the wavefront. Their interest is to take into account the entire optical path, from the atmosphere to the optics of the imaging camera, in evaluating the aberrations undergone by the incident wavefront. For this reason, they are used for the estimation of the unusual aberrations of the AO system. First, the principle of the retrieval phase is presented, followed by its generalization, the phase diversity.
Shack-Hartmann
It is the wavefront sensor more commonly used in adaptive optics, for its relative simplicity of implementation and its maturity. A Shack-Hartmann (SH) sensor spatially samples the incident wavefront using a matrix of microlenses, the focal plane of which is placed a detector to record the subimages. The left part of the figure (4) shows a schematic diagram of this device. The displacement of a spot in the focal plane of a micro lens depends linearly on the angle of arrival of the image wave front portion. The right-hand part of figure (4) (φ x, y (11) Where δx is the edge optical path difference to the sub-pupil edge (see Figure 4) . The angle of arrival on a sub-pupil is produced by the crossing of the whole of the turbulent volume, which has been seen to consist of a succession of independent thin layers. By virtue of the central limit theorem, Angle α is characterized by a centered Gaussian statistic, whose variance has been estimated by [12] : 
Error budget for adaptive optics
The causes limiting the quality of correction by adaptive optics are multiple. Some are related to the limitations of the models used in the AO loop for reconstruction and control, others more simply to the noise affecting the measurement of the wavefront or to the temporal aspects.
In the remainder of this part, we give an overview of each of these sources of errors
Errors due to AO Loop
Errors due to the AO loop are intimately linked to the technology used in the components of the loop: wave surface analyzer, detector and mirror essentially deformable
Time error
The adaptive optics loop contains two elements introducing delays in control over the evolution of turbulence: the detector of the wavefront analyzer and the control. Of the two, it is usually the first that generates the biggest delay.
Thus, the loop of AO is timed by the acquisition of the phase measurements. As in the case of anisoplantism, the delay of the loop on the turbulence generates an error, which can be partially compensated by using a temporal evolution model of the turbulence
Aliasing
The aliasing error is intrinsically related to the sampling of the wave surface by the analyzer. Thus, taking the example of a Shack-Hartmann sensor, sampling of the incident wavefront by the micro-lens wafer causes in the Fourier space a periodization of the signal which is accompanied by a folding Of the spatial frequencies greater than 1 / 2d, d being the sampling step of the wavefront (i.e the size of a microlens). It will be seen in the description of an adaptive optics system with very high performance that it is possible to substantially reduce this error by performing a filtering of the spatial frequencies of the turbulence before the estimation of the slope of the wave front.
Calibration errors
We have seen that wavefront reconstruction and control integrate patterns turbulence and the various elements of the loop to improve the performance of the AO. However, these models may themselves contain errors, or they may be obsolescent due to drifts in the operating conditions of the loop. Calibration errors appear. Re-calibration procedures are in place to recalibrate but they are costly in time. Their occurrence is thus reduced to the bare minimum for systems operating on the sky. The reconstruction algorithms currently being evaluated offer the possibility of jointly estimating the phase to be measured and some parameters of the models used, which greatly facilitates the registration of the model. It will then be possible to consider taking advantage of idle run times to recalibrate the system.
Non-common aberrations (NCPA)
All the differential aberrations between the analysis pathway and the imaging pathway of the instrument are referred to as non-common aberrations (NCPA). They are divided into two categories:  The aberrations located downstream of the separator on the analysis path. They are seen by the wavefront analyzer, but do not affect the imaging pathway. Compensation for these aberrations usually occurs in the calibration procedure of the wavefront analyzer. Thus, for the Shack-Hartman, they are calibrated by measuring the reference slopes when the Shack-Hartmann sensor is illuminated by a reference source located in the immediate vicinity of the separator blade.  The aberrations located downstream of the separator on the imaging path. They are not seen by the wavefront sensor. Focal plane techniques are generally used to measure them. For Shack-Hartmann, they are taken into account using the reference slopes (pre-compensation technique [9] .
Residual phase variance
The variance of the phase after correction by the adaptive optics is the criterion most commonly used to quantify the performances of an AO because it makes it possible to work 
Conclusion
I had used the CAOS system to characterize atmospheric turbulence where I had studied the error balances: Similarly, the Strehl (S) as a function of magnitude (h) α 1 / h when the magnitude (h) is increased, the Strehl (S) is decreased. We had noted that the In front of the value of 2 ℎ I was finding that the small one that presents the residual errors means that one cannot correct all the errors completely. Then also I had measured the coronagraph performance by measuring the extinction where the gap between the star and its companion ρ = 5λ / D = 60 rad and the ratio between / . is 64 pixel.
